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Annual Sewer District & Water District Meeting
(Pending Town Meeting)




Last day for property owners to file property inven-
tories, RSA 77:14, (subject to 1% fine, no less than
$10, no more than $50).
2. Last day for veterans to file for Service Credit. Ap-
plies only to those who have not previously applied in
Rollinsford.
3. Last day for filing for Elderly Exemptions
4. Last day to file for Current Use Assessment.
Last day to license dogs.
Property taxes billed in May due by this date.
Selectmen must issue Warrant to Police to collect all
fees or kill all unlicensed dogs by this date.
1. Last day to pay 1992 property taxes billed in
November 1992 without penalty.






So. Berwick Rescue Squad 384-2222
BUSINESS TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Selectmen's Office 742-2510
Town Clerk / Tax Collector's Office 742-2510
Health Officer 742-2510
Rollinsford Grade School 742-2351
School Cafeteria 749-3005
Supt. of Schools 692-4450
Sewerage Treatment Plant 742-8124
MEETINGS
Selectmen Every Monday, 7 P.M.
Planning Board First Wednesday of the month
Board of Adjustment Call of the Chairman
Conservation Commission Fourth Monday of the month, 7 P.M.
DUMP HOURS Wednesday, 7 A.M. to 12 Noon
Saturday, 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.
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Born - September 10, 1923
Deceased - February 9, 1992
Jean was born in Rollinsford, living here until moving to Port
Charlotte, Florida nine years ago. He owned and operated a
body shop on Main Street for several years.
He served on the Board of Selectmen from 1971 to 1973 and
again in 1978, resigning in 1979. He was also a past member
of the Fire Department.
He was a World War II Army veteran, and a member of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars in So. Berwick, the Loyal Order of
Moose in Dover. Disabled American Veterans of Farmington
and the American Legion Post 47 in Rollinsford.
He was a Past President of the Seacoast Square Dancers
Association in Dover, and a former member of the Salmon Falls
River Fish and Game Club.
Jean and his wife, Doris had two sons.
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
1991
Local government, as well as local business, is feeling the squeeze of the economic
downturn in New Hampshire. Municipal revenues have declined as private business stagnates
or declines. Owners of commercial property are getting further behind on their tax payments.
The local property tax base has stopped expanding due to the collapse of the construction
industry. People are keeping their cars longer before trading for new models. This was reflected
in a $20,000 decline in Rollinsford's auto permit revenue in 1991.
Meanwhile, applications for local welfare assistance increases, solid waste delivered to
the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative in Durham increases, local expenditures
mandated by the State and Federal governments continue to create additional financial stress.
The decline in revenues coupled with pressures for more expenditures was reflected in
the $2.94 tax rate increase per $1,000.00 of assessed value for 1991. The proposed school
budget would increase the 1992 tax rate by more than $2.50 per $1,000.00 of assessed value,
we hope to hold the town's tax rate at the 1991 level.
Since the tax base is not expected to increase significantly while the economic slowdown
continues, efforts to constrain taxes mean that we must find ways to control or reduce
expenditures.
The proposed 1992 municipal budget represents a reduction in expenditures of more than
$30,000.00. One full time police position was removed from the police budget. Police and
solid waste represent the two largest expenditure categories in the municipal budget. If the
proposed 1992 municipal budget is approved, it would be possible to hold the line on taxes
or perhaps slightly reduce the municipal tax rate in 1993.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Officer Jim Trueman resigned in November to accept the position of Police Chief in
Middleton, N.H. Good luck, Jim! After review of police staffing and consideration of budget
problems, the Selectmen have recommended that the full-time position be replaced by a
part-time position of twenty (20) hours per week. The $30,000.00 salary and benefits saved
will be used to pay for the part-time position ($10,000.00), to buy a new police cruiser
($18,000.00).
FIRE DEPARTMENT
The proposed 1992 budget includes a capital item of $17,500.00 for the first phase of the
LaFrance Pumper renovation. The first phase includes a new tank, rear bumper, repair of
rusted areas and painting of the rear of the vehicle. The second phase scheduled for 1993
would cost about $7,000.00 for repair and repainting of the LaFrance Cab. While the Fire
Chief would like to do all the renovations in 1992, the Selectmen argue that phasing the
work assures a functioning pumper, yet helps hold down expenditures in a time of tax payer
pain. The 1992 budget also proposes the purchase of eighteen (18) helmets for the fire depart-
ment to assure safety for the men and to reduce possible insurance liability claims.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Ron Carignan, the Road Agent, asked the Selectmen to include funding in the budget
to replace the 1977 Case Loader which is showing serious signs of wear after fifteen (15)
years of service to the Town. However, the Selectmen informed Ron that he would have to
nurse it along until 1993, because of the capital required to finance the Police Cruiser and
the LaFrance Pumper in 1992. The Selectmen plan to recommend a new tractor in 1993.
Currently there is about $45,000.00 in the equipment fund, which could be used for partial
payment of a tractor loader next year
During 1991, paving was completed on Second, Third, Cross Streets and Pinch Hill Road.
Storm drain work was completed on Mechanic Street. The storm water run-off system that
was improperly constructed at Stockdale Farms was redesigned by Town resident. Bob Ber-
sin and reinstalled by Constellation Construction Company Roads that need attention in 1992
include: Baer, Sligo and General John -Sullivan Way.
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Solid Waste Disposal is the second largest item in the municipal budget. While other towns
have experienced decline in volume of waste delivered to the Lamprey Cooperative in Durham,
Rollinsford has had an increase of over one hundred (100) tons in 1991 (thirty (30) tons more
in December). While about twenty-five (25) percent of the residents participate in voluntary
recycling efforts, other appear indifferent to environmental and tax cost of waste disposal.
Now that Dover and Somersworth have started bag and tag consumer pay programs, in-
dividuals report that some of the growing waste problem is the result to non-residents drop-
ping their waste off in front of Rollinsford residences or putting it is dumpsters located in
the Town. The tipping fee for each additional ton of waste delivered to Lamprey in Durham
is $57.00. Efforts are needed to reverse the rising volume of waste we are paying for in Durham.
Rollinsford must come up with a strategy to increase recycling by its citizens and to discourage
illegal discarding of non-resident waste in the Town.
Three approaches to deal with the waste problem have been discussed by the Selectmen:
1. Do nothing, but pay higher tipping fees as our waste stream expands.
2. Promote recycling via a bag and tag program which may mean higher costs due to the
purchase of bags and the extra cost for collecting recycled materials.
3. Establish a transfer station and an expanded recycling program. This would reduce taxes
about $1.00 per $1,000.00 of assessed value, but would cause some citizens to incur added
vehicle costs for hauling waste to the landfill and have less leisure time.
A bag and tag program would add about $20,000.00 per year to collection costs. Part of
this would be offset by lower tipping fees at Durham. A tipping fee of about $1.50 per bag
would be required to cover a yearly colleciton cost of $65,000.00 Any revenue from recycled
material would go to Waste Management according to a proposed curbside recycling col-
lection program. Consequently, a bag and tag program will increase waste disposal costs
for Rollinsford residents. Adverse comments from residents seem to indicate that they deserve
some alternative to the bag and tag approach.
The transfer station approach proposed by the Selectmen would eliminate curbside pickup
and replace it with a combined transfer station and recycling program. Residents would bring
their separated recycled material and residual garbage to the landfill. Garbage would go
into the mechanical compactor which would press it into forty-two (42) yard "dumpster cans"
for transfer to Durham. Cardboard, paper, cans and plastic would be baled into 1000-2000
lb. bales by a baler at the recycling facility. Glass would be crushed. The crushed and baled
recycled material would then be sent to recycling markets. Name your option and determine
how you want to play and pay!
LAMPREY SOLID WASTE COOPERATIVE
Voters will also be asked to approve extension of Rollinsford's contract with the Lamprey
Regional Solid Waste Cooperative from June, 1993 to June, 1996. Continued participation
in Lamprey represents the least costly way for solid waste disposal during this time period.
CEMETERIES
Concern about declining interest revenue earned by the Cemetery Perpetual Care Trust
Fund and possible future Town responsibility for the cemeteries has prompted the Select-
men to include an article about the selection of Town Cemetery Trustees and direct Town
input and oversight of cemetery operation. The Perpetual Care Fund declined by $3,831.90
in 1991 and the decline will probably be larger in 1992 as a result of even lower interest rates
than in 1991. Tight expenditure control and long range planning for the cemeteries seems
to be needed.
DONATION OF A COLLAGE
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Green presented a collage of twenty framed postcards to the Town. The
postcards belonged to Mrs. Green and are from the first half of the 20th century. They depict
historical landmarks of the Salmon Falls area. The framing was accomplished through dona-
tions from the "Salmon Falls Beauties", a group of women who were born, educated or
brought up in Salmon Falls before it began to be referred to by its official name, Rollinsford
in 1964. The collage will be placed in the Town Hall for all to enjoy.
BOARD EXTENDS THANKS
The Board of Selectmen wish to express thanks to the volunteer firemen, recycling
volunteers, recreation volunteers and members of the other Town Boards and Committees
who help bring effective and responsive services to Rollinsford's resident's at a reasonable
cost. Likewise, the cooperation of Employees in the Police Department, Highway Depart-
ment and the Administrative Office is greatly appreciated.
Rollinsford Board of Selectmen
February 1992
PLEASE POST BY YOUR TELEPHONE
TOWN OFFICES HOURS
TOWN CLERK — TAX COLLECTOR
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Thursday
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE
Selectmen's Office is open for General
Businees — Tax Maps & Tax Cards
Monday and Tuesday
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 P.M.
Selectmen meet every Monday night at 7:00 P.M.
DUMP HOURS
Wednesday
7:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
Saturday
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
TOWN OFFICIALS AND BOARDS
TERM EXPIRES
SELECTMEN AND OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
David C. Walker 1992
Albert Dionne 1993





CHIEF OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Ronald E. Brown 1992
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT
Peter Jankowski 1992














Denise Knowies, Chairperson 1994
Lawrence Larkin, Jr. 1994








STRAFFORD COUNTY REGIONAL PLANNING BOARD








Edmund F. Jansen, Jr., Chairman, Board of Selectmen
Joseph Porter
Clyde Roberts
ELECTED BY TOWN MEETING


















Police Chief, Jerry Smith-Pearson 1992
REPRESENTATIVE TO ARMED SERVICE COMMITTEE
Fred Green 1992
REPRESENTATIVE TO LAMPREY SOLID WASTE COOP
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Edmund F. Jansen, Jr. 1992
PLANNING BOARD
Albert Dionne, Chairman Charles Putnam
Marc Couture, Secretary Edmund F. Jansen, Jr., Ex-Officio
Richard Bradbury Kenneth Bolduc, Alternate
Peter Jankowski Paul Connelly, Alternate
Armand Laliberte Tom Pizarek, Alternate
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Joseph E. Caouette, Chairman Ovid Viel
Eliott Bisson Richard Bradbury, Alternate















































Supervisors of Checklist 120.00
Secretarial 7,597.39
Work Study 127.63
Office Expense (repairs) 200.00










Conf. Dues & Assoc 245.00
Mileage 87.60
Supplies 744.08
Refunds, Abatements & Marr. Lie 2,945.70
TOTAL EXECUTIVE OFFICE $ 28,911.74
ELECTION, REGISTRATION & VITAL STATISTICS
Ballot Clerk Wages 60.00



























Workers Comp-PD $ 18,244.10
Workers Comp-Hwy 4,795.98
Workers Comp-Town Officer 1,106.58
Workers Comp-Fire 1,102.76
Workers Comp-Dump 195.50
Workman's Comp-Parks & Recreation . 178.72
Bonds 641.00
Prop/Liability Ins. Trust 30,238.29
TOTAL 56,502.93
REGIONAL ASSOCIATION 2,570.70
TOTAL REGIONAL ASSOCIATION 2,570.70
OTHER GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Hydroplant License Fees 300.00
Hydrant Rental (Water Dist.) 3,680.00
















Office Expense (repairs) 352.65
New England Telephone 2,925.18
Postage 305.90
Uniforms FT 2,250.00
Uniforms PT 1 ,076.50
Uniforms Basic Issue 705.00














Camera Prints & Supplies
Juvenile Supplies




































TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTION 3,000.00 1,388.88
HIGHWAY & STREETS
Full Time Labor 24,000.00 23,991.12
Part Time Assistant 8,310.00 8,294.98






























LIABILITIES FROM PREVIOUS YEAR
Gen. John Sullivan Way












Tire & Metal Removal











ROLLINSFORD CEMETERY OPERATIONS FUND
Beginning Balance January 1, 1991 $ 1,780.59
RECEIPTS IN 1991:
Transferred from savings 13,853.09
Interest on NOW account 234.97






(to be reimbursed by St. Patrick's Fund) 50.88
Flowers 80.00
Equipment use fee 1 ,750.00
Repairs to water line 230.00
Workmen's compensation 779.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES IN 1991 12,757.42
Ending Balance, December 31, 1991 3,111.23
CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE TRUST FUND
Principal, January 1 , 1991 $ 78,802.99
New Funds 0.00
Balance, January 1, 1991 78,802.99
Income, January 1 , 1991 59,286.71
New Income during period 0.00
Interest earned during period 10,121.19
Withdrawn 13,853.09
Balance, December 31, 1991 55,554.81
Balance, Principal, Income and Interest - December 31, 1991 134,357.80
Southeast Savings Bank (CD 060 045 0152) 105,251 .42
Southeast Savings Bank (CD 060 045 0153) 26,312.86
Southeast Savings Bank (Savings 001 001 0204 010100) 2,793.52
19
FOUNDRY STREET LAND
Debt Service for $100,000 Bond Note
(0

ROLLINSFORD NEW HAMPSHIRE TAXPAYER'S REPORT
MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
14
MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
15
MP
MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
15 28 3 Carrier, E J
14 23 Carroll, S.G.
9 10 37 Carroll, Thomas
5 19 Cashman, William
10 55 Cass, Harley
3 43 2 Catalfo, Joseph
3 43 1 Catalfo, Joseph A
3 41 Catalfo, Vinenza
3 15 Catino, Andrew
4 14 Caviris, Charles
9 10 10 Cecchetti, Carlo
14 14 Chabot, Dennis
10 38 Chabot, Raymond &
2 2 25 Chabot, Ronald
21 6 1 Chadwick, Kenneth
13 23 Charpentier, Albert
10 71 Chase, Antonia
10 72 Chase, Antonia
10 68 Chase, Earl R.
20 5 Chase, Robert
3 6 Chenard, Gerard
14 31 Cheney, Harland
14 32 Cheney, Harland
9 21 Cheney, Mary
1 30 8 Childs, Donna
4 31 Cingolani, William
9 10 42 Cinotto, Frederick
14 13 32 Cioffi &, Sheridan
14 13 12 Cioffi, Sam
14 13 13 Cioffi &, Sheridan
14 13 31 Cioffi &, Sheridan
14 13 33 Cioffi &, Sheridan
1 14 1 City of, Dover
1 14 City of, Dover
20 14 Clairmont, Peter
9 6 Clancy, Nancy
14 55 11 Clark, William
13 22 Clavette, Norman
5 22 Cleary, Robert
4 37 9 Cogdill, Tim
10 3 Cogdill, Timothy
5 3 Collins, James
11 16 Collins, William
13 25 Colprit, Stephen
4 37 15 Connolly, Paul
15 5 Constine, Fred
20 21 Convenient, Foods
9 13 9 Cooper, Janet &
9 10 15 Cordeiro, Greg
4 37 10 Corliss, Dennis
19 12 1 Cormier, Delia &






















































MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
1 26 Couture, Roland
3 7 11 Cowcurn, Helen
9 10 27 Cowie, Jett
9 5 Crompton, Thomas
15 28 2 Crosby, Susan L.
10 123 Crosier, Verne &
14 48 Croteau, Albert
15 32 Croteau, Eva
14 38 Croteau, John
15 33 Croteau, Joseph
14 18 1 Cullen, Robert
14 13 16 Cunningham, John
2 14 1 Curran, Gerard
5 55 Curry, Michael
3 3 3 Curtis, Corydon
3 4 1 Curtis, Corydon
2 3 3 Curtis, Gary D.
3 7 7 Cushman, James
11 8 Daeris, Eunice
11 10 Daeris, Eunice
5 15 Dagenais, George
1 57 3 Daigle, Daniel
1 54 1 Daigle, Leonard
14 44 1 Daigneault, Michael




4 37 7 Danford, William
1 49 Davis, Charlotte
1 50 Davis, Charlotte
9 10 4 Davis, Daniel
2 9 Day, Edward
11 6 Day, Richard
2 31 Dearborn, Howard
21 23 Demers, -
21 16 Demers,
21 17 Demers, .
21 25 Demers, .
3 36 Demers, Robert
2 2 1 Demers, Roland
10 65 Deroy, Raoul
13 20 Dionne, Albert
11 12 Dionne, Charles
10 104 Dionne, Norman
21 3 Dionne, Sally
1 44 Dixon, Sally Jo
1 14 2 Doctor's Park Condo. Assoc.
10 16 A Dodier, Kevin P.
10 75 Dodier, Lillian
13 3 Dodier, Paul
3 7 1 Dodier, Richard
























































MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
14 13 24 Donovan, Ronald &
14 13 26 Donovan, Ronald &
9 13 35 Doucette, Anita
3 9 Dover, School Dept.
1 2 1 Downs, Michael
9 13 39 Doyon, Norman
3 26 Drake, Charles
11 11 Dube, Deborah
10 107 Dube, Noel
11 4 Dubois, John
2 19 2 Dubois, Patricia
2 2 13 Dubois, Robert
20 3 Ducharme, Ronald
10 76 Duchesneau, Guy
2 30 Dudley, Theresa
4 37 25 Dugal, Arthur
10 27 Duhaime, Evangeline
14 13 10 Dukes, Thomas
14 40 Dumais, Ronald
2 2 32 Durgin, Robert H.
14 21 Eastman, Florence
15 11 Ebbson, Louis
15 22 Ebbson, Louis
14 42 Economos, Anthony
14 36 Economos, George
5 45 Economos, Lewis
9 10 31 Eddy, Kurt W
9 10 5 Eddy, Norman
5 18 Eighmey, Stephen
15 19 Eldridge, Evelyn
3 19 Eliades, Alexander
3 20 1 Eliades, Alexander
15 35 Ellis, Pearl
20 18 Ellis, Thomas
5 44 Emack, Paul
3 8 Emerson, Lucius
3 7 Emerson, Mrs. George
19 3 England, Albert
10 82 Erickson, Victoria M
10 14 Estes, Albert
10 15 Estes, Albert
3 18 Estes, Philip
11 25 Fager, Vasiliki
14 55 12 Fall, Sandra
4 18 1 Farmer, John
20 27 Federal Home Loan
3 111 Fenton, Joseph
11 15 Fermanis Estate
11 13 Fermanis, Arthur

































































































































































Flynn III, Timothy J





























































































MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
1
MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
21
MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
19
MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
34
MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
3 3 2 McElheny, Victor
4 37 14 McKenney, Paul
10 36 McKenney, Richard
10 2 Meegan, Robert
5 42 l\/lerchants Nat'! Bank
5 9 Merrill, Alvin
11 22 Meserve, Joseph
1 42 Meserve, William &
10 5 Metcalf, John
3 39 Methvin, Thomas
14 4 1A Michaud, Anita
14 55 3 Michaud, Clement
19 16 Michaud, Laurent
2 3 5 Michaud, Leo
5 54 Michaud, Marguerite
13 16 Michaud, Oscar
14 4 Michaud, Roger
10 103 Mick, Sam
9 13 Mick, Sam
9 13 44 Mick, Samuel
9 29 Mick, Samuel
5 6 Miles, Gwendolyn
14 55 8 Miliner, David
21 10 Miller, Beulah
14 45 Miller, Russell
12 11 Miller, Wayne
12 4 Minard, Johnson
14 3 Mitchell, Basil
14 3 1 Mitchell, Garth
14 53 Mitchell, Gary
2 2 4 Mizener, Walter
2 7 2 Moore, Denis L
3 40 Morang, Duncan
2 2 7 Moreau, John
4 18 2 Moreau, Thomas
10 94 Merest, Roland
10 95 Merest, Ronald
4 37 8 Morford, Creighton T.
4 42 Morgridge, Robert
10 117 Moriarty, Mark
10 62 Morin, Fabiola
19 19 Morin, Hector
19 18 Morin, Leonard
9 13 5 Morrissette, David
9 10 16 Mortenson, Mark
2 2 10 Muirhead, Kenneth R
2 2 35 Mullen, James
2 19 1 Mulligan, Charles
13 11 Mulligan, Peter
14 13 34 Murphy, Edward























































MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
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MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
5 16 Rheaume, Glen
9 10 6 Rhode, Michael
4 37 17 Richard, Robert
13 17 Richard, Stephen
3 31 Rines, Chester
9 11 Roberge, Elaine
10 99 Roberge, Ronald
4 13 Roberts, Clyde
4 15 Roberts, Clyde
19 8 Roberts, Clyde
8 20 Roberts, James
14 13 14 Roberts, Richard
2 19 Roberts, Stephen
2 19A Roberts, Stephen
10 35 Robinson, Chase
2 3 1 Robinson, Edmund
10 78 Roche, John
4 33 Rodden, Brian
19 7 Rodier, Paul
1 40 Rodney, Errol
20 8 Rogers, Henry
15 10A Rollinsford Grade, School
15 23 Rollinsford, Town
15 37 Rollinsford, Town of
2 2 8 Rollo, Milton
9 13 8 Ross, Edgar
9 10 24 Rosselli, Frank
8 9 Rouleau, Martin
4 46 Rouleau, Roger
8 8A Roy, C. Charles
9 13 42 Ruiz, Gloria
1 21 Russillo, Joseph
9 10 47 Rutherford, Mark
3 33 Ryan, Kevin
2 2 36 Rydin, John
10 110 Safford, David L.
20 21 1 Salmon Falls, Hydro Co.
20 22 Salmon Falls, Hydro Co.
9 16 Salmon Falls, Water Dist.
13 24 Salmon Falls, Water Dist.
15 2 Salmon Falls, Water Dist.
14 44 2 Sand, Paul
5 58 Sargent, Richard
9 17 Saucier, John
2 2 42 Saunders, Deborah
14 43 Scala, Julie
19 26 Schafer, Andrea
1 30 3 Schneider, Benjamin
14 13 20 Schock, Jerome




















































MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
4 22 3 Scipione, Anthony
4 22 1 Scipione, Philomena
8 10 3 Scott, Bruce
4 37 16 Scroggins, Carl
15 31 Seacoast Savings, Bank
5 46 Seavey, Fred
3 22 Seawards, Riciiard
9 10 36 Seawards, William
4 37 23 Seydler, S. Craig
14 45 1 Sharon Endruschat Estate
1 2 Shaw's Realty Co.
1 74 Shaw, Richard
1 4 Shaw's Realty Co.
10 16 Shea, Paul
15 17 Sheehy, Daniel
14 9 1 Shorey, Kenneth
14 9 2 Shorey, Kent F
4 21 1 Shrankel, Rudy
4 21 2 Shrankel, Rudy
4 21 Shrankel, Sheila Z.
11 3 Shuck, Charles
14 55 1 Shufelt, Bonita
2 2 34 Sieracki, Christopher J.
14 24 Sigrepi, Inc.
10 51 Simons, Daniel
4 37 18 Skaltsis & Richard
4 37 20 Skaltsis & Richard
4 37 22 Skaltsis & Richard
4 37 24 Skaltsis & Richard
14 13 Skaltsis, Demetrios
1 46 1 Smith, Mary
13 26 Smith, Ovid
10 117A Smith, Raymond
11 14 Snyder, Simon
2 2 39 Sorice, John
4 37 34 Soucy, Charles B
4 17 Soucy, Robert
10 120 Southeast Bank
10 121 Southeast Bank
4 41 1 Spear, Robert
1 53 1 Spencer, Carlton
3 13 Spencer, Nathan
10 13 St. Hilaire, Dennis
14 13 19 St. Laurent, Roger
14 13 22 St. Laurent, Roger
9 28 St. Lawrence, Ronald
13 28 St. Michael's Church
13 29 St. Michael's Church
3 7 5 Staines, William
10 26 Stairs, Dana





















































MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
949
2 24 State of, N.H.
9 14 Stephens, Peter
4 41 3 Stevens, Craig
10 12 Stewart, Walter
21 4 Stiles, Calvin
5 57 Stoipe, David
14 55 6 Stone, Christopher
20 13 Strauss, Robert
1 43 Strobel, George
4 37 26 Strogen, Charles
21 9 Strogen, Charles
1 16 Stroth, Grace
13 30 Sullivan, Daniel
10 97 Sullivan, Roland
1 30 Sunningdale Golf Club Inc.
15 10 Suprin, Michael
10 101 Surdam, Paul
3 21 1 Suzanne, Huard M
4 41 4 Swan, Amy
21 7 1 Swan, Robert
13 31 Swisher, Tim
3 37 T.K.L., Corp.
3 38 T.K.L., Corp.
1 65 Tamposi, Family Invs.
1 73 Tamposi, Family Invs.
9 10 28 Tate, Matthew
14 49 Taylor, Fredric
20 2 Taylor, Patsy
1 57 6 Tedesco, Louis
10 22 Temple, Matthew
10 67 Temple, Sherry
4 37 21 The Woodlands at Salmon Falls
14 26 Thebeau, Jerome
10 24 Theberge, Marie L
9 10 19 Theriault, Mike
9 10 48 Therrien, Mary
10 59 Therrien, Roger
14 5 Therrien, Roger
8 1 Therrien, Rudolph
8 10 2 Thibault, Arthur
19 10 Thivierge, Leo
20 10 Thivierge, Ubald
8 14 Thomas, Ronald
9 13 1 Thomas, Steven
9 10 40 Thompson, Dennis E.
9 10 1 Thompson, Mark W
2 2 14 Tokin, Robert J.
8 21 Toof, Daniel
10 10 Toussaint, Lydia
10 58 Toussaint, Robert
4 29 1 Town of Rollinsford
15 37 1 Town of Rollinsford























































MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
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3 16 1 Voye, William
10 8 Walker, David
4 4 Walker, James
9 13 3 Walker, Thomas
4 37 12 Wallace, John
14 50 1 Wason, Robert
3 28 Wasson, Richard
9 10 12 Waters, Andrew
5 17 Watson, John
14 25 Watson, Ronald
8 12 Watson, Rowell
14 13 27 Watts, George
14 13 28 Watts, George
14 13 29 Watts, George
14 13 30 Watts, George
11 24 Weeks, Barry
11 28 Weeks, Barry
1 30 4 Weiner Trust, Beatrice P.
3 12 Welch, Edward
10 90 Welsh, Andra
1 18 Wentworth, Aaron
1 65 2 Wentworth, Aaron
1 20 Wentworth, Andrew
1 17 Wentworth, David
1 19 Wentworth, David
2 14 Wentworth, David
3 25 Wentworth, David
1 46 Wentworth, Greenhouse
1 70 Wentworth, Greenhouse
11 11 Wentworth, Greenhouse
10 108 Wentworth, Madelene
1 46 2 Wentworth, Mark
8 10 1 Wentworth, Thomas
8 10 4 Wentworth, Thomas
9 24 West, William
5 7 Whalen, John
1 30 5 Whitcher, David
1 30 6 Whitcher, Daivd
1 16 1 Whitcomb, Steve
10 106 White, Forrest
1 39 1 Whitehouse, Jay
1 38 Whitehouse, Robert
1 39 Whitehouse, Robert
5 29 Williams, Charles
4 43 Williams, James





















































MP LOT SL PROPERTY OWNER CU CR ASSESSED VET TAXES
2
SUMMARY OF INVENTORY & TAX ANALYSIS
COMPARATIVE LIST FOR 1990 - 1991
Type of Property 1990 Value
TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD TRUST FUNDS
TOWN EQUIPMENT FUND
Principal, January 1 , 1991 $ 21 ,415.02
New Funds during period 20,000.00
Withdrawn during period ^
Balance, December 31, 1991 $ 41,415.02
Income, January 1, 1991 $ 3,130.85
Earned during period 2,753.85
Withdrawn during period .00
Balance, December 31, 1991 $ 5,884.70
Balance, Principal & Income, December 31, 1991 47,299.72
LAND TRUST FUND
Principal, January 1 , 1991 $ 60,000.00
Withdrawn during period .00
Balance, December 31, 1991 $ 60,000.00
Income, Balance January 1 , 1991 $ 12,624.80
Earned during the period 4,891 .45
Withdrawn during period .00
Balance, December 31, 1991 $ 17,516.25
Balance, Principal & Income, December 31, 1991 $ 77,516.25
ST. PATRICK'S TRUST FUND
Principal, January 1, 1991 $ 3,874.49
Withdrawn during period .00
Balance, December 31, 1991 3,874.49
Income, January 1, 1991 $ 7,269.63
Earned during period 832.89
Withdrawn during period .00
Balance, December 31, 1991 $ 8,102.52
Balance, Principle and Income, December 31, 1991 $ 11,977.01
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT




Uncollected Taxes - Beginning of
Fiscal Year: (1)
Property Taxes $ 279,560.93
Resident Taxes 2,650.00
Taxes Committed to Collector:




Resident Taxes 480.00 530.00
Overpayments: (2)
a/c Property Taxes 1,220.46 194.94
a/c Resident Taxes 80.00 90.00
Interest Collected on
Delinquent Taxes 2,639.51 19,055.83
Penalties Collected on
Resident Taxes 24.00 175.00
Total Debits $ 2,070,717.97 $ 302,306.70
-CR.-
Remitted to Treasurer During
Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $ 1,770,813.82 $ 272,909.11
Resident Taxes 10,740.00 1,750.00
Interest on Taxes 2,639.51 19,055.83
Penalties on Resident Tax 24.00 175.00
Abatements Allowed:
Property Taxes 389.00 6,475.76
Resident Taxes 220.00 1 ,520.00
Uncollected Taxes End of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes 281 ,861 .64 421 .00
Resident Taxes 4,030.00
Total Credits $ 2,070,717.97 $ 302,306.70
(1) These uncollected balances should be the same as last year's ending balances.
(2) Overpayments should be included as part of regular remittance items.
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WARRANT FOR ROLLINSFORD TOWN MEETING
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STRAFFORD, SS
Tuesday, March 10, 1992
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD,
COUNTY OF STRAFFORD, STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified that the polls will be open from 10 A.M. to 7 P.M. at the Rollinsford
Town Hall, on Tuesday, March 10, 1992 to bring in your ballots for the Town Officers to be
elected in Article I, to vote on Article II thru Article VIII, and to meet at the Rollinsford Grade
School at 9 A.M. on Saturday, March 14, 1992 to act on the budget and other Articles in
the Warrant.
ARTICLE I.
To bring in your ballots for:
One (1) Selectman and Overseer of the Poor for three (3) years,
Town Clerk for one (1) year,
Town Treasurer for one (1) year.
Chief of the Fire Department for one (1) year.
Three (3) members of the Budget Committee for three (3) years.
One (1) Trustee of Trust Funds for three (3) years.
One (1) Trustee of the Rollinsford Library Trust for three (3) years.
One (1) Trustee of the Rollinsford Library Trust for two (2) years.
One (1) Town Moderator for two (2) years.
One (1) Supervisor of the Checklist for six (6) years.
ARTICLES II, III, IV, V, VI, VII and VIII ARE CHANGES IN THE ZONING ORDINANCE TO
BE VOTED ON BY BALLOT AT THE TOWN HALL BETWEEN 10 A.M. and 7 P.M. ON MARCH
10, 1992.
ARTICLE II.
Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. I to the Town Zoning Ordinance, as
proposed by the Planning Board?
This amendment to the "Purposes, Authority and Scope, Conflict of Laws, Validity,
Severability" Section of the Ordinance makes it clear that all citations and references
to the New Hampshire Revised Statutes in the Ordinances include all amendments and
modifications to the cited statute.
ARTICLE III.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 to the Zoning Ordinance, as propos-
ed by the Planning Board?
This amendment adds the definition of "impact fee" to the "DEFINITIONS" Section
of the Ordinance and adds anew subsection to the "ENFORCEMENT" Section of the
Ordinance which authorizes the Board of Selectmen to impose fees on developers after
the Board follows the procedures established by RSA 674:21, V.
ARTICLE IV.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 to the Town Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board?
This amendment to the "ENFORCEIVIENT" Section of the Ordinance renumbers the
existing subsection 13.2 as subsection 13.3 to allow the insertion of the new subsection
on impact fees.
ARTICLE V.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 to the Town Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board?
This amendment to the "ENFORCEMENT" section of the Ordinance deletes the ex-
isting subsection 13.3 and replaces it with a new subsection 13.4 which requires the
Board of Selectmen to adopt rules in accordance with the BOCA National Building Codes
regarding the scheduling of fees for building permits, code enforcement inspections,
and occupancy permits.
ARTICLE VI.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 to the Town Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board?
This amendment to the "ENFORCEMENT" section of the Ordinance renumbers the
existing subsection 13.4 as subsection 13.5.
ARTICLE VII.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 to the Town Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board?
This amendment adds a new subsection to the "ENFORCEMENT" section of the Or-
dinance which authorizes the Board of Selectmen and the building code enforcement
officers to issue, impose, cease and desist orders under the procedures established
by RSA 676:17-a.
ARTICLE VIII.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 to the Town Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board?
This amendment adds a new subsection to the "ENFORCEMENT" section of the Or-
dinance which authorizes the Board of Selectmen and the building code enforcement
officers to issue and prosecute local land use summons and citations in district court
under the procedures established by RSA 676:17-b.
ARTICLE IX.
To choose all other necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE X.
To see if the Town will appropriate the sum equal to all revenues in excess of $50,000.00
that may be received from the Hydro Electric Plant to be placed in the Town's Hydro Electric
Fund. (The first $50,000.00 or any lesser amount that may be received will be used as offset
against Town Budget Expenditures).
ARTICLE XI.
To see if the Town will vote to withdraw $64,000.00 from the Hydro Reserve Fund for use
as offset against taxes.
ARTICLE XII.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 and withdraw the same
from the Land Trust Fund to finance land survey and related expenses that may be incurred
in assisting private land owners who donate Conservation Easements and/or participate in
the Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP).
ARTICLE XIII.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 to finance Town Hall Energy
Conservation Measures and safety repairs in the Town Hall basement.
ARTICLE XIV.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 for ongoing street reconstruc-
tion and road drainage renovations.
ARTICLE XV.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $50,000.00 to establish a solid waste
transfer station in Rollinsford and discontinue municipal curbside waste pickup when the
transfer station is completed in 1992. The funds for this would be transferred from the 1992
waste collection and Lamprey tipping fee line items.
ARTICLE XVI.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to establish a mandatory recycling
ordinance for all persons using the Rollinsford Solid Waster Transfer facility.
ARTICLE XVII.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $17,500.00 to repair and renovate
the Fire Department's 1970 LaFrance Pumper (replace the tank and repair all rust from the
rear bumper to the cab).
ARTICLE XVIII.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $4,500.00 for partial payment of the
Amkus Tool. (This will be refunded by a $4,500.00 grant from the State of New Hampshire).
ARTICLE XIX.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $18,000.00 to purchase a new police
cruiser.
ARTICLE XX.
To see if the Town of Rollinsford will vote to extend its involvement and commitment as
a member of the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative from its current termination
date of June, 1993 until the end of the business day on June 30, 1996.
ARTICLE XXI.
To see if the Town will vote to charge all commerical waste haulers for 75 percent of their
waste tipping fees at the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative in Durham beginning
April 1, 1992 and 100 percent of the tipping fees after January 1, 1993.
ARTICLE XXII.
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 for the construction of a
septic system and restroom at the Town Highway Building on Silver Street.
ARTICLE XXIII.
To see if the Town will vote to accept the Budget as submitted by the Budget Committee.
ARTICLE XXIV.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation
of taxes.
ARTICLE XXV.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action by Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal or other govern-
mental unit or a private source which becomes available during the year, in accordance with
RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE XXVI.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept on behalf of
the Town gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in trust for any public purpose, as
permitted by RSA 31:19.
ARTICLE XXVII.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired
by the Town by Tax Collector's deed. Such conveyance shall be by deed following the public
auction, or the property may be sold by advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise dispos-
ed of as justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80.
ARTICLE XXVIII.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to the highest bidder, the
surplus equipment and vehicles in the Highway, Fire and Police Departments.
ARTICLE XXIX.
To see if the Town will vote to have the Fire Chief appointed by the Board of Selectmen
for a term of one year beginning on April 1 each year. This Article, if approved would become
effective beginning April 1, 1993. (By petition)
ARTICLE XXX.
To see if the Town will vote to request that the Town Representative to the New Hamp-
shire House of Representatives submit a bill to amend or replace New Hampshire Laws
of 1915, Chapter 31 (an act relating to cemeteries in the Town of Rollinsford). The new law
would require that Cemetery Trustees be elected for five (5) year terms instead of being
appointed by the Cemetery Trustees and the Board of Selectmen. The authority of Trustees
to establish budgets and expend appropriations would be subject to the Budget Committee.
ARTICLE XXXI.
To see if the Town will adopt provisions of RSA 41 :9a which will allow the Board of Select-
men to pass an ordinance to establish or amend fees as provided in RSA 41 :9a. Examples
of fees; building permits, building inspections, building occupancy inspections, review of
plans for subdivisions or site developments, landfill fees, fees to cut streets for sewer or
water hookups, and any other fees established by Town ordinances, (a public hearing will
be held before any fee changes)
ARTICLE XXXII.
To see if the Town will vote to abolish the presently existing Water District and Sewer
District, and establish in their place a consolidated Water and Sewer District, pursuant to
RSA 38:16 and RSA 149-1:19. The newly created Water and Sewer District will assume all
of the powers, duties, obligations and 1992 budgets of the now existing Water District and
Sewer District for the Town. In order to accomplish a smooth transition from the separate
Water District and Sewer District into a consolidated Water and Sewer District, the effec-
tive date of transition shall be April 1, 1992, at which time the following shall occur:
1. The Sewer District for the Town of Rollinsford, as it presently exists, shall cease to
exist; and
2. The Water District for the Town of Rollinsford, as it presently exists, would cease to
exist; and
3. The consolidated Water and the Sewer District for the Town of Rollinsford shall come
into existence on March 24, 1992, at which time it shall hold its initial District meeting, the
purpose of which shall be to elect commissioners and adopt a budget for the ensuing year.
The consolidated Water and Sewer District shall become fully effective on April 1, 1992.
At the initial Consolidated Water and Sewer District meeting which will be held on March
24, 1992, there shall be chosen at the time, by ballot and by majority vote, three (3) Water
and Sewer Commissioners, to hold office for three (3) years, two (2) years, and one (1) year,
respectively, and thereafter, at every annual meeting, one (1) Commissioner shall be so
chosen to hold office for three (3) years. All subsequent elections of Water and Sewer Com-
missioners shall be by ballot at the annual town meeting.
ARTICLE XXXIII.
To transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 3rd day of February 1992.
A true copy attest:
Edmund F. Jansen, Jr. Edmund F. Jansen, Jr.
David C. Walker David C. Walker
Albert Dionne Albert Dionne
Selectmen of Rollinsford, N.H. Selectmen of Rollinsford, N.H.
SUMMARY OF TAX SALE / TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991 - (June 30, 1992)
—DR.—
— Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of—
1990 1989 Prior
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year: $ 103,055.43 $ 13,618.44
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town
During Fiscal Year: $ 211,259.98
Interest Collected After
Sale/Lien Execution: 5,631.25 4,799.87 4,849.98
Overpayment: 304.12 .20
Total Debits $217,195.35 $107,855.60 $ 18,468.42
—CR.—
Remittance to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Redemptions $ 61,458.58 $ 20,440.28 $ 13,225,63
Interest & Cost After Sale 5,631 .25 4,799.87 4,849.98
Abatements During Year 17.95 558.82
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year 150,087.57 82,056.53 392.81
Total Credits $217,195.35 $107,855.50 $ 18,468.42
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT FOR 1991
Auto Permits $170,151.00
Dog Licenses 748.00
Uniform Commercial Code 1 ,008.00
Filing Fees 7.00




Dump Permit Fees 1 82.00





INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL
STRUCTURE RELATED MATTERS NOTED IN A FINANCIAL




Rollinsford, New Hampshire 03869
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Rollinsford for
the year ended December 31, 1990, and have issued our report thereon dated March 19, 1991.
We have conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,
Government Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit
to obtain a reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements
are free of material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Rollinsford for the year ended December 31, 1990, we considered its internal control
structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our
opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide assurance on the
internal control structure.
The management of the Town of Rollinsford is responsible for establishing and maintain-
ing an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgements
made by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of in-
ternal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control struc-
ture are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets
are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions
are executed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to per-
mit the preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accoun-
ting principles. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or ir-
regularities may nevertheless occur and not be deleted. Also, projection of any evaluation
of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inade-
quate because of changes in conditions, or that the effectiveness of the design and opera-
tion of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
MANAGEMENT LETTER
TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD
As of December 31, 1990
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control structure
policies and procedures in the following categories:











For all of the control categories listed, we obtained an understanding of the design of rele-
vant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we assess-
ed control risk.
We noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we
consider to be reportable conditions under standards established by the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants. Reportable conditions involve matters coming to our atten-
tion relating to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control structure
that, in our judegment, could adversely affect the entity's ability to record, process, sum-
marize, and report financial data consistent with the assertions of management in the general
purpose financial statements.
Complete Set of Accounting Records
The Town of Rollinsford maintains cash receipts, cash disbursement journals and appropria-
tion ledger cards.
It is recommended that the Town develop and implement a formal written statement on
accounting policies and procedures, such as a chart of accounts and a general ledger system.
This would allow monthly posting of cash receipts and disbursements, creating a general
ledger system using double entry accounting. This was recommended in the prior year report.
MANAGEMENT LETTER
TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD
As of December 31, 1990
Monthly Financial Statements
The Selectmen are not provided with monthly budget reports or cash flow projections.
It is important that the Selectmen are able to compare actual expenditures for the year
versus budget. This allows the Selectmen to adjust for over-expenditures by reducing ex-
penditures in other areas of the budget. A cash flow projection must be presented monthly.
This would enable both the Selectmen and the Treasurer to invest excess cash or to project
the need for short-term borrowing. This was recommended in the prior year report.
Fixed Assets
The Town does not maintain records of general fixed assets such as property and equip-
ment with a life expectancy exceeding one year. The recording of fixed assets would fulfill
the need to provide for physical dollar value control, and establish accountability for general
government capital expenditures over the year.
With the recording of fixed assets, the related depreciation could be determined on an
annual basis for the purpose of measuring the total cost of governmental services and
evaluating the efficiency of program. This was recommended in the prior year report.
Cash on Deposit
At year end, the Town of Rollinsford had a cash balance of approximately $902,600 com-
bining all funds. The total was deposited between two banks.
It is recommended that the Selectmen consider where the funds are deposited and whether
some of the funds should be transferred to another bank. An additional consideration would
be to collateralize some of the certificates of deposit and minimize the potential risk. Both
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and Federal Savings and Loan Insurance




As of December 31, 1990
Town Owned Property
During the audit, deeds to a few properties owned by the Town had not been located.
The Town has made great progress in obtaining duplicate copies of the missing deeds.
For those properties for which the deeds have not been located, a duplicate copy should
be obtained from the registry of deeds. The deeds should be kept in a fire proof vault with
a subsequent list compared to assessment records. This was recommended in the prior
year report.
A material weakness is a responsible condition in which the design or operation of one
or more of the specific internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively
low level the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation
to the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected
within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all mat-
ters in the internal control structure that might be reportable conditions and accordingly,
would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions that are also considered to be material
weaknesses as defined above. However, we believe none of the reportable conditions describ-
ed above is a material weakness.
This report is intended for the use of management and the State of New Hampshire, Depart-
ment of Revenue Administration. This restriction is not intended to limit the distribution of
this report, which is a matter of public record.
Very truly yours,





Even though the Rollinsford Police Department's budget has increased in the past few
years, so has citizen demands and expectations for service increased at a steady rate. The
Department's goal for 1990 was to maximize service to the Rollinsford Community for every
dollar budgeted. This same goal was sought in 1991 and accomplished.
Except for the Friday and Saturday night shifts, the Rollinsford Police Department remained
a one cruiser on the street at-a-time operation throughout 1991. However, the number of
officer initiated activity increased significantly from 1990. Calls for Service and Criminal Ac-
tivity calls, also, increased significantly as compared to 1990.
Court activity in the Somersworth District Court decreased slightly as a result of out-of-
court settlements.
The most noticable increases for 1991 were in the following areas:
ACTIVITY 1990 1991
Crimes Against Persons/Property 179 223
Calls for Service 679 1344
Motor Vehicle Activity 616 1510
Part of these noticeable increases are due, in part, to the Department's decreased ability
to perform total area community patrolling in an effective manner, i.e., only one patrol unit
on the street at a time. Another reason may be due to the present state of the Nation's
economy and its effect upon the Rollinsford community.
Jerry Smith-Pearson
LETTER FROM THE FIRE CHIEF
ROLLINSFORD FIRE DEPARTMENT
In the year 1991 the Rollinsford Fire Department answered 102 calls for service. In August
during Hurricane Bob the Department was put to the test by answering 1 9 calls in a 24 hour
period of time. The break down of calls for the year is as follows:
Car Accidents
arrived in town. I would like to thank all the members and their wives for their time and ef-
forts made towards raising these funds. Also the people who came out and supported us
at the suppers and through their donations we were able to purchase this very important
life saving tool.
In closing I would like to thank all the officers and men of this department who helped
me out during the year, with their support and help they made my job much easier This
town can feel secure in knowing they have one of the most dedicated group of volunteer




SOUTH BERWICK EMERGENCY AMBULANCE AND RESCUE INC.
Once again S.B.E.R. had a very progressive year. Our focus this past year has been on
upgrading the standard of care that we provide to our patients. The largest area of improve-
ment came in our level of cardiac care with the addition of defibrillators to both ambulance
and the additional training that all of our EMT's have attended in order to use this advanced
equipment. We also upgraded other needed equipment on both ambulances allowing us
to provide the best care to accident victims. We have improved our communication equip-
ment to take full advantage of our off-duty EMT's that live within the town and are able to
respond directly to a scene as well. This is most noticeable in the fact that in this past year
we were never required to request another service to assist us to cover an emergency, yet
were able to provide mutual aid coverage to our neighbors on numerous occasions.
This past year we were fortunate enough to gain additional EMT volunteers to raise our
current total to twenty-three EMT's and five additional drivers/attendants, all of whom have
donated approximately 12,000 hours of coverage time. Our main goals this past year centered
on our personnel and their training, many of our EMT's have attended advanced training
on their own time to improve their skills and offer additional levels of care as well as provide
our local residents with training. In this past year alone we have trained hundreds of school
teachers and residents to perform CPR as well as offered courses in basic first aid.
We also focused on our billing system by the purchase of a personal computer to track
all of our responses and automate the billing process which has allowed us to improve our
payment ratio. This is especially important due to the increasing complexity of billing for
emergency services within the ever changing Medicare/Medicaid and insurance company
requirement.
Financially the squad is sound, yet we are seeing the impact of the local economy by a
decrease in memberships and a larger number of bills that are outstanding or being sent
to collection agencies. We are dedicated to making every effort to hold the line on expenses,
as we are also taxpayers, yet have a responsibility to provide the highest level of emergency
medical care available.
Our future looks solid as long as we plan for future needs and capital improvements such
as a future need to replace an ambulance. Presently our equipment is in great shape, but
due to the tremendous cost of replacement we are forced to plan now for actions that will
have to be taken years from now. Any monies generated from fund raisers, donations or
memorials aside from operating expenses is presently going into our "New Ambulance
Account"
Our plans for 1992 include:
1 . Making minor changes to comply with federal regulations such as suppling person-
nel protective equipment and infectious disease controls.
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2. Required modifications to the station to satisfy OSHA inspections.
3. Continued emphasis on training - towards the level of initiating IV treatment when
requested by the hospital.
We thank you for your continued support as we start our 31st year of serving these two
towns.
Marti Aiguier, Chief S.B.E.R.
TRI-AREA VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
The Tri-Area Visiting Nurse Association is requesting level funding in the amount of $5,900
from the Town of Rollinsford for the 1992 fiscal year. Tri-Area has worked very hard to be
fiscally responsible with our own agency's budget during these difficult economic times,
and in an effort to assist the town through the difficult budget season, we have chosen not
to request an increase in our appropriaton this year.
Again this year, Tri-Area Visiting Nurse Association has experienced a huge increase in
the amount of services requested by and provided to Rollinsford residents. Tri-Area V.N.A.
also serviced record numbers in our Adult Health Program, as well as our annual Thanksgiving
Basket Project.
Tri-Area VNA instituted another free service this year that we call our "Preferred Patient
Program". Through this new program, the Tri-Area VNA's Benefits Specialist has assisted
many residents in filing insurance claims, as well as assisting residents in completing ap-
plications for other benefits for which they might be eligible, such as social security disabili-
ty. Medicare, Medicaid, etc. We are very happy to report that since the Program started
September 1st, over 300 people have registered to receive services through this program
and that our agency has been able to obtain for clients over $5,000 that was due them through
insurance companies, that without our help and assistance to get through the red tape, might
not have otherwise been received. Obviously this is a service that can benefit many residents,
including the elderly. This service is available to any resident regardless of whether they
are a patient or not.
We are pleased to be of service to Rollinsford residents and we anticipate another active
year in 1992. 1 have enclosed our most recent program brochures an our 1990-1991 Annual
Report which recaps the services provided by our agency. As soon as 1991 statistics are
available I shall forward them to you to combine with the packet of information I am pro-
viding you with today.
I am available to appear before the Board of Selectman or to provide any other documen-
tation at your request. Please do not hesitate to call me.
Sincerely,
Susan Karmeris, Executive Director
ROLLINSFORD SERVICES
Program Units of Service
Fuel Assistance 47 households
Weatherization 2 homes
Elderly Transportation 16 rides
Personal Emergency Response System 1 enrolled
Rent/Utility Assistance 12 families
Security Deposits 3 households
Food Pantries 3 families
Commodity Foods Distribution 120 families
Information & Referral 120 units
Holiday Baskets 2 families
Value of goods and services provided to Rollinsford $31,190.00
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SUMMARY OF TOWN VEHICLES & EQUIPMENT
BALANCE SHEET — TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD
For The Period Ending December 31, 1991
ASSETS
CASH
Money Market Account $ 674,981.77
Centennial Account 130.95
Industrial Account 310.37







Levy of 1988 392.81
Levy of 1989 82,056.53
Levy of 1990 150,087.57
TOTAL UNREDEEMED TAXES 232,536.91
UNCOLLECTED TAXES
Property Taxes 1990 421.00
Property Tax 1991 281,861.64
Resident Tax 1991 4,030.00
TOTAL 286,312.64
TOTAL ALL ASSETS $ 1,195,272.64
LIABILITITES & CURRENT SURPLUS
APPROPRIATIONS FORWARDED
Town Hall Basement $
Master Plan
Tire & Metal Removal
Preventive Health





























1991 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
The continuing deep recession in the regional economy and in the local real estate market
set the stage in 1991 for another quiet year for the Rollinsford Planning Board. The Board
approved one minor subdivision and continued the site plan review process for the Lower
Mill Complex, the Garrison Players/Roberts Grange Hall and Alexander's Restaurant. The
Board took advantage of the lull in real estate development to:
1. draft proposed amendments to the Rollinsford Zoning Ordinance that were approved
by the voters in the 1991 town elections;
2. draft further proposed amendments that will be considered by the voters during the
1992 town elections;
3. contrast with the Strafford Regional Planning Commission for technical assistance
in drafting an update to the Rollinsford Master Plan Chapter on industrial development for
presentation to the Rollinsford voters; and
4. begin planning a "civic profile" with the University of New Hampshire Cooperative
Extension Service to assess the attitudes and opinions of a board cross-section of Rollinsford
citizens on a variety of issues.
The Board was fortunate to have energetic and loyal members in 1991. John Harrington
was appointed by the Board of Selectmen to join the Board as an alternate during 1991.
The following people served as members on the board during 1991 (the expiration date of
each member's term appears in parentheses following the name): Richard Bradbury (3/94),
Peter Jankowski (3/94), Mark Couture (3/93), Armand Laliberte (3/93), Albert Dionne (3/92),
Charles Putnam (3/92). The alternate members of the board were John Hanrahan (3/94) and
Thomas Pisarek (3/92). Edmund Jansen was a member ex officio representing the Board
of Selectmen. Mark Couture continued his excellent service as board secretary. The Board
forwarded to the Board of Selectmen Paul Connolly's resignation as an alternate member.
The Board encourages citizens who are interested in learning more about membership on
the Board to contact any member of the Board of Selectmen or any Planning Board member.
Respectfully,




1/1/91 Balance $ 801.55




Interest for 1991 260.03
$4,794.66
Respectfully submitted,
Ernest S. Lennon, Treasurer
RECYCLING AND WASTE DISPOSAL
Recycling and Waste Disposal has become a very important item for Cities and Townships
throughout the United States and our Township of Rollinsford is no exception.
In 1991, communities that about our New Hampshire borders have adopted bag and tag
procedures in waste disposal and as a result of this, a defensive posture for Rollinsford has
become necessary.
Our total tonnage going to the Lamprey Regional Processing Center in 1991 exceeded
1990 tonnage by 107 tons, which at $57.00 per ton amounts to an additional expense of
$6,099.00 for the year 1991.
The Recycling efforts of our townspeople however have detoured 102 tons of Newsprint,
Glass, Cardboard, Plastics, Tin/Metal, etc. from going to the Lamprey Regional Processing
Center for a cost saving of $5,814.00 in 1991 vs. $5,265.00 in 1990.
With the Recycling Center now being located at the Town Landfill Site, the process has
been considerly improved.
What is needed however, is a concerted effort by all of the residence of the town to direct
their recyclables to the Recycling Center on a regular basis.
By recycling, we not only help protect our environment for our future and for the future
of our children, but we save money in taxes as well.
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MINUTES OF ANNUAL SALMON FALLS VILLAGE WATER DISTRICT MEETING
ROLLINSFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
March 26, 1991
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, STRAFFORD, SS:
The meeting was called to order at 7:30 p.m. on March 26, 1991. Moderator, Clement
Michaud, read the warrant.
1. To choose by ballot the necessary officers of said District as follows:
A. Moderator
Kenneth Shorey nominated Clement Michaud, seconded by Mike Allard. Roger Lepage
moved that the clerk cast one ballot for Clement Michaud. Having done so, Clement
Michaud elected.
B. Clerk
Kenneth Shorey nominated Elaine Roberge, seconded by Richard Joncas. Kenneth
Shorey moved that the clerk cast one ballot for Elaine Roberge, having done so, Elaine
Roberge eielcted.
C. Treasurer
Gary Mitchell nominated Denise Noonan, seconded by Roger Lepage. Mike Allard
moved that the clerk cast one ballot for Denise Noonan, having done so, Denise Noonan
elected.
D. One (1) Commissioner to serve until the annual meeting of the district in March
1994.
Roger Lepage nominated Kenneth Shorey, seconded by Gary Mitchell. Clement
Michaud moved that the clerk cast one ballot for Kenneth Shorey, having done so,
Kenneth Shorey elected.
2. To see if the Water District will vote to accept the following article:
To consolidate the Sewer and Water Districts into one utility. The new utility or district
would remain with six (6) Commissioners for the first year after consolidation, and would
be reduced to five (5) Commissioners in 1993. The district would only collect water fees from
water users and sewer fees from sewer users. All projects would be funded by the area it
serves, example: The sewer project bond will be paid by the revenues collected from sewer
users.
The gain would be to consolidate equipment, scheduling of projects, and administrative
efficiencies. If the article is accepted, the new district would be called "Rollinsford Water
District".
Kenneth Shorey moved to accept the article as read, seconded by Roger Lepage. A
motion was made to amend the new name to "Rollinsford Water & Sewer District", by Mike
Allard, seconded by Tom Lebel. Motion was accepted. All were in favor and Article 2 was
passed.
3. To hear reports of the present officers.
Commissioner Kenneth Shorey reported that according to RSA 485.41, an annual license
fee of $600. must be paid by the water district. This fee is imposed in July of each year.
Because of the timing of this new law, the district owes $600. for July 1990 to July 1991,
and will be responsible for another $600. in July 1991 which will cover licensing fees until
July 1992.
A new state law has mandated that all water users install a (back flow) cross connection
control valve. The purpose of this valve was explained by Kenneth Shorey. The valve recom-
mended by the commissioners will be available to all water users at a cost of $22.50. In addi-
tion to purchasing the valve, the user must also pay all plumbing charges for the installation
of the valve. All users will be given three (3) months to complete the task once an inspection
of their property has taken place, and the need for the valve has been determined by the
inspector. This door to door inspection will begin sometime in late April. After all time period
for installation has lapsed, another inspection will take place.
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4. To see if the District will approve the Budget attached and set up by the Com-
missioners for the year 1991 (Approved by the Town Budget Committee).
Kenneth Shorey moved that the article be accepted as read seconded by Tom Lebel.
Mike Allard moved to put the question to a vote. 1991 Budget was approved.
5. To see if the District will authorize the Commissioners to withdraw from it's sav-
ings account in the event that 1991 expenditures exceed 1991 receipts.
Tom Lebel moved to accept the article as read, seconded by Ed Ross. Article was put
to the vote and approved.
6. To transact any such other business as may legally come before said meeting.
Elaine Roberge requested that a decision be made as to the location of next years an-
nual water and sewer meeting. After a brief discussion, it was decided to hold the meetings
at the Rollinsford Grade School.
Meeting adjourned at 7:55 p.m.




Commissioners of the Salmon Falls Village Water District









Clement Michaud, Chairman 1992
ROLLINSFORD SEWER DISTRICT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STRAFFORD, SS
To the inhabitants of the Rollinsford Sewer District qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Rollinsford Grade School in the Town of Rollinsford
on Tuesday, the 24th day of March 1992, at 7:30 P.M. in the evening of said day, to act upon
the following subjects:




D. One (1) Commissioner to serve until the Annual Meeting of the District in March
of 1995.
2. To see if the District will approve the budget attached and set up by the Commissioners
for the year 1992. (Approved by the Town Budget Committee).
3. To see if the Sewer District will vote to disestablish the Sewer District. (This Article
pending the outcome of the Town Warrant Article to form a new District comprised of both
the Water and Sewer Utilities.)
4. To see if the District will allow the Commissioners to withdraw up to $25,000.00 from
the Collection System Capital Improvement Fund to make up the difference for the June
Bond payment.
5. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands this 11th day of February, 1992.
Clement A. Michaud, Chairman Michael Allard
Payne Fewell
ROLLINSFORD SEWER DISTRICT
This year saw the completion of the incomplete and warranted items related to the Sewer
Collection System upgrade. The project was completed with approximately $5,000 left in the
construction account. After all the outstanding checks have cleared, the remaining money
will be transferred to the collections system capital improvement fund.
Deliquent accounts are still a problem. As of December 31, 1991, we have a total of
$148,079.31 in deliquent accounts. We are currently looking at other options other than liens
















Chase & Vicki Robinson
Frances Grimard
Alan Bishop, Jr.
Norman & Terry Twombly
Robert Pacucci
George McAllister





















Because of the delinquent accounts, we have to take some money out of the Capital
Improvement Fund to pay off the bond. The warrant reflects the need to withdraw funds.
If delinquent accounts continue at this rate, it looks like we may have to raise our rates to
compensate. We as a district cannot afford to subsidize anyone.
Repairs to the upper oxidation ditch rotor were completed this year. During the coming
year we intend to convert our drying beds to a new system using reeds for waste disposal.
This will eliminate the need to locate a disposal site for our sludge.
A facilities plan update was completed this year It looks at the existing sewer system, ex-
isting wastewater treatment plant, future sewer development (Industrial & Residential), and
modifications to the existing chlorine contact tank (to add the dechlorination). The study took
into account all the current zoning in the Town of Rollinsford. It also provided estimated cost
to do the various phases if they were to be undertaken. Besides being a useful tool for us,
it will benefit the Town Planning Board as well. The proposals are being reviewed by the
state. When the final copies are out. A copy will be provided to the Board of Selectmen,
and the Planning Board.
Finally, Mike Allard has spent time on the Committee to combine the Water and Sewer
Districts. It will involve hard work for the new commissioners, and I believe that it will be
beneficial to everyone. The Town Warrant will carry the warrant article to form the new district.
I hope you all support it.
Clement A. Michaud











51 12 Treasurer 630.00
5113 Clerk 2,000.00
5114 Moderator (Annual Meeting) . 30.00
51 1
5
Office Supplies 1 ,500.00
5116 Legal 10,000.00
5117 Newspaper Ads 125.00




Approved Expended Variance Proposed
Budget YTD 1991 1992
1991 Dec. 1991 Expend. Budget
5122 Social Security 250.92 177.10 73.82 250.92
5123 Audit 1 ,500.00 2,208.00 (708.00) 1 ,500.00
5124 Office Equipment 500.00 288.16 211.84 4,000.00
5125 Plant Insurance 750.00 850.00 (100.00) 850.00
5126 Travel Expense 150.00 .00 150.00 100.00




Contracted Services 23,823.41 23,751.36 72.05 25,014.58
5212 Labor. Serv. $800/Sample . . 2,000.00 109.69 1,890.31 2,000.00
TOTAL OPERATIONAL $25,823.41 $23,861.05 $1,962.36 $27,014.58
5300 UTILITIES
5311 Electricity 10,000.00 4,862.86 5,137.14 6,000.00
5312 Water 700.00 636.31 63.69 700.00
5313 Telephone 550.00 566.80 (16.80) 550.00
5314 Fuel (Heating) 700.00 534.99 165.01 600.00
TOTAL UTILITIES $11 ,950.00 $6,600.96 $5,349.04 $7,850.00
5400 PLANT SUPPLIES
5411 Lubricant 400.00 74.00 326.00 400.00
5412 Chlorine Gas 1,000.00 800.00 200.00 1,000.00
5413 Lab Supplies 450.00 1,041.31 (591.31) 450.00
5414 Lab Equipment 450.00 .00 450.00 450.00
5415 Dechlorination Chemical ... . .00 .00 .00 100.00
TOTAL PLANT $2,300.00 $1,915.31 $384.69 $2,400.00
5500 GROUND MANTENANCE
5511 Winter 250.00 100.00 150.00 150.00
5512 Summer 3,360.00 .00 3,360.00 3,000.00
TOTAL GROUND MAINT. . . $3,610.00 100.00 $3,510.00 $3,510.00
5600 PLANT MAINTENANCE
5611 General Maint 6,000.00 4,370.00 1,630.00 6,000.00
5612 Plant Cap. Imp.
Declor Pon Reeds 20,190.67 25,034.80 (4,844.13) 22,259.50
TOTAL PLANT MAINT $26,190.67 $29,404.80 ($3,214.13) $28,259.50
5700 COLLECTION SYSTEM MAINT.
5711 Coll. Sys. (Cap Imp) 4,000.00 .00 4,000.00 4,000.00
5712 Collection Syst. Maint 6,000.00 2,956.36 3,043.64 4,000.00
5713 Emergency Services 500.00 .00 500.00 500.00
TOTAL COLLECTION SYS. M. $10,500.00 $2,956.36 $7,543.64 $8,500.00
5800 INSPECTION SERVICES
5811 Household Insp. $40/incident 1,000.00 .00 1,000.00 500.00
5812 Collection Syst. Inspec 1,000.00 .00 1 ,000.00 500.00
TOTAL INSPECT. SERV $2,000.00 $.00 $2,000.00 $1,000.00
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5900 CAPITAL ITEMS
5912 Carried Forward (1991) 1,500.00 .00 1,500.00 .00
5914 Capital Expense (Bond-1) . . . 122,385.00 .00 122,385.00 122,385.00
$123,885.00 $.00 $123,885.00 $122,385.00
$224,220.00 $82,642.24 $1 41 ,789.60 $21 8,040.00
6100 Residential 170,720.00 180,913.78 172,040.00
6200 Residential (overage) .00 .00 .00
6300 Non-Residential 24,000.00 13,640.00 24,000.00
6400 Non-Residential (overage) . . . 10,000.00 9,618.94 10,000.00
6500 Access Charges 6,000.00 1 ,500.00 6,000.00
6600 Septage .00 .00
6700 Interest 4,000.00 7,847.46 6,000.00
6800 Reimbursements ^00 ^00 .00
TOTAL ALL SOURCES $214,720.00 $213,520.18 .00 $218,040.00
LAMPREY REGIONAL SOLID WASTE COOPERATIVE
The 1991 year was a very productive year for the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste District.
The future planning committee supplied the Board of Directors with much needed informa-
tion of the costs related to the future closing of our ash landfill and its potential financial
impact on the member communities. With the help of the future planning committee we
have been investigating future alternatives for the Cooperative that would be financially
feasable and enviromentally responsible. During 1992 we will be looking into these alter-
natives and to have a report and a recommendation to present to the member communities
in the spring of 1993 for their respective Town Meetings.
The Cooperative will be going forward in 1992 with the second phase construction of our
ash landfill so as to give the cooperative needed space for ash until the termination of our




ROLLINSFORD ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
1992
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Rollinsford qualified to vote in
district affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Rollinsford Grade School in the said district on
the seventh day of March, 1992, at 9:00 o'clock in the morning, to act upon the following
subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and Truant Officer and
fix the compensation of any other officers or agents of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen and pass
any vote relating thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors, and Committees in relation to any subject embraced in
this warrant.
8. To see if the district will authorize the School Board to make application for and to
receive in the name of the district such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for educa-
tional purposes as may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Govern-
ment or any department or agency thereof.
9. To see if the District will vote to establish a Contingency Fund under the provisions
of RSA 198:4-b. Such a fund shall be used for the unanticipated expenses that would create
undue hardship on the annual operating budget. Such expenses will be reviewed by the
Budget Committee.
10. To see if the Town will change the time of the school elections to coincide with the
Town elections, that being the second Tuesday in March.
1 1
.
To see what sum of money the district will raise and appropriate for the support of
schools, for the salaries of schools district officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the district, and to authorize the application against said appropriation of such
sums as are estimated to be received from the state foundation aid fund together with other
income; the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance between the estimated
revenue and the appropriation, which balance is to be raise by taxes by the town.
12. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands at said Rollinsford this sixth day of February, 1992.




SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #56
To the Voters of the District:
The 1992-93 School Budget reflects level funding in an effort to keep our taxes as low
as possible in poor economic times. The Board has included fund to hire interns from UNH,
rather than hire another teacher, to keep the teacher/pupil ration as low as possible. We
have negotiated a teacher contract with a smaller percentage increase than last year, an
increase in their contribution to health insurance costs, included funds for three more grade
levels of the hands-on science curriculum, and we propose to purchase a high speed
duplicator which will produce printed matter that is easier for our students to read.
Again this year, a reduction in revenue is responsible for the major portion of the increase
in the tax rate. Because of tight funding in our present budget, we don't expect a fund balance
(over $100,000 the past two years) to help offset an increase. We also expect a reduction
of Catastrophic and Foundation Aid, $614 and $32,891 respectively, for a total of $33,505.
The Board is looking for the help and support of the Community to attain the following goals:
1
.
Make the Rollinsford Grade School totally accessible to the handicapped. The cost
will be approximately $100,000, and application has been made for a matching funds Grant
from the Federal Government.
2. Establish a Personnel Information Committee to exchange information regarding
salaries, fringe benefits, and other areas of mutual concern.
3. Establish a Capital Budget Committee to discuss and construct a long range Capital
Projects Plan.
4. Establish an AREA Agreement Committee to meet with a group from Somersworth
to review the AREA Agreement and other items of mutual interest.
The Committee should have representatives from the Selectmen, School Board, Budget
Committee, Planning Board and others. I sincerely thank the residents of Rollinsford for
their continued support of education.
Jay P. Whitehouse, Chairman
Rollinsford School Board
ENROLLMENT
ROLLINSFORD SCHOOL — JANUARY, 1992









To the Citizens of Rollinsford:
There is a strong commitment to education that is evident and found in each staff member
at Rollinsford Grade School. Staff development activities are regularly engaged in and in-
cluded topics such as trade books, the writing process, cooperative learning, computer educa-
tion. Hands on Science and whole language.
Since September our students have begun to learn Science through a process approach
called Hands on Science. In this way, recognizing that it is impossible to teach all that is
known about science to elementary children, we are able to teach the processes of obser-
vation, classification, experimentation, analysis, application and synthesis. With an understan-
ding of how to utilize these processes a child can then embark on their own independent
study as they grow older.
Our test scores on the California Achievement Test (CAT) have significantly improved.
During the Spring of 1991 our sixth graders achieved at the 70th percentile which means
that Rollinsford Grand School sixth graders, as a group, scored better than 70 of every 100
sixth graders in the nation. Our fourth grade scores improved 7 points over the previous
year and they achieved at the 59th percentile.
We have an active computer committee. The parents and teachers who are members
of this group have begun to target areas for future growth.
The Arts are also alive. In addition to our excellent musical program which is funded through
the District budget, we are also proud that we have been able to expose our students to
the visual arts through an intensive Artist-in-Residence Program which culminated in
December with a Grand Gallery Art Show which was well attended. We have also provided
students in the upper grades experience in theatre arts through the spring musical produc-
tion last year of Never, Never Land. This could not have occurred without the dedication
of staff, parents and volunteers.
Volunteering continues to thrive at our school. I am impressed with the dedicated adults
who give unselfishly of themselves on a regular basis. PTO, Recycling and numerous in-
dividuals provide a richer environment for the youth of Rollinsford because of their efforts.
This year we have an after school science club which is organized and run by Mrs. Denise
Whitehouse, a volunteer.
Also, Odyssey of the Mind has begun again at our school. Three parent volunteers are
currently preparing two teams for competition later this year.
Our library is now open to the community every Wednesday evening from 6-8 p.m. We
are pleased that pre-schoolers have begun to utilize it as well as others who do not have
children in our school.
Do I feel positive about Rollinsford Grand School? You Bet! Are there areas that we still
need to grow and develop in? Definitely.
I welcome the opportunity to hear from you - the community. Please call or stop by any
time. You will be welcomed.
Sincerely,
Jay M. Roy
MINUTES OF THE ROLLINSFORD ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
March 9, 1991
The meeting was called to order at 9:02 a.m on Saturday, March 9, 1991 at the Rollinsford
Grade School by Moderator Joseph Caouette.
Articles 1 through 4 were voted on by ballot with the following results:
Moderator: Joseph Caouette
Clerk: Kathleen Ellis
3 year School Jay Whitehouse





Article 5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and Truant Officer
and fix the compensation of any other officer or agents of the district.
School Board Chairperson $300.00






Salaries accepted as read. Motion carried.
Article 6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen and
pass any vote relating thereto. Accepted as read. No discussion. Motion carried.
Article 7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation to any subject em-
braced in this warrant. Accepted as read. No discussion. Motion carried.
Article 8. To see if the district will authorize the School Board to make application for
and to receive in the name of the district such advances, grant-in-aid, or other funds for
educational purposes as may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Govern-
ment or any department or agency thereof. Accepted as read. No discussion. Motion carried.
Article 9. To see if the District will vote to direct the School Board to establish a commit-
tee to investigate the feasibility of moving the middle school students back to Rollinsford.
The committee's objective will be to make a recommendation to the School Board. By peti-
tion. Accepted as read. Discussion: Mr. Spencer doesn't think we can afford it or provide
the proper facilities for our students. Mr. Jansen suggested we vote to form a committee
at no expense to the tax payer. Motion carried.
Article 10. To see if the District will direct the School Board to establish a committee
to investigate the feasibility of establishing a high school in Rollinsford for the purposes
of controlling the tax liability of public education and to increase the town's control on the
quality of education available to public high school student. The committee's objective will
be to make a recommendation to the School Board. By petition. Motion to accept made
by Mr. Laliberte, seconded by Mr. Jacobson. Discussion: Mr. Spencer again feels we can-
not provide the proper facilities for our students. Mr. Jansen spoke of using the vocher system
with area high schools. Mr. Smith cannot see any possibility of a Rollinsford High School.
Mr. Jansen made a motion to amend Article 10 to read: to establish an alternative to
establishing a high school. The first amendment was replaced with a suggestion by Mr.
Noonan for a second amendment to read:
To see if the district will vote to direct the School Board to establish a committee to in-
vestigate the feasibility of high school alternatives for the purposes of controlling the tax
liability of public education and to increase the town's control on the quality of education
available to public high school students. The committee's objective will be to make a recom-
mendation to the School Board. Amended article, accepted as read. Motion carried.
Article 1
1
. To see what sum of money the district will raise and appropriate for the sup-
port of schools, for the salaries of school district officials and agents, and for payment of
statutory obligations of the district, and to authorize the application against said appropria-
tion of such sums as are estimated to be received from the state foundation aid fund together
with other income; the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance between the
estimated revenue and the appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
Motion to accept as read. Seconded by Mr. Smith. Mr. Whitehouse moves to appropriate
a sum of $1,770,972.00 which is a reduction of $10,263.00 as a result in a change of for-
mula for the teacher retirement fund. Motion carried.
Article 12. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
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Motion made by Mr. Smith to establish a warrant article to hold school elections at the time
of town elections. This will speed the meeting up. Warrant would be voted on next year
to be enforced the following year. Motion carried.










Jay P. Whitehouse, Chairman Term expires 1994
Howard Hammond Term expires 1993
Thomas Noonan Term expires 1992
ADMINISTRATORS
Superintendent Kenneth R. Seifert, Ed.D
Assistant Superintendent Brian A. Beeler
Finance Officer Karen Erickson
GRADE SCHOOL STAFF
Jay Roy Principal
Deborah Nichols Grade 1
Christina Reishus Grade 1/2
Arlene Boucher Grade 2/3
Nan Hodgdon Grade 3/4
Linda Dolan Grade 4/5
Karen Arnault Grade 5/6
Anthony lorio Grade 5/6
Susan deMoya Physical Education
Terrie Barrios Music
Alan Nasberg Instrumental Music
Margaret Beckert Resource Room
Laurie Lambert Reading Tutor
Dorothy Taraburelli Reading Consultant
Jana McCabe Speech Therapist
Nancy Hammond Building Aide
Joanne Sheehy Secretary
Mary Stumhofer Librarian / Media Specialist
Jean Bye Nurse / Library Aide
Leigh Pfosi Guidance Couselor
Sharon Bowen Teaching Assistant
Colette Malerba Teaching Assistant
Jacqueline Pulkkien Teaching Assistant
Pat Picott Lunch Assistant
Toni Rhode Lunch Assistant
Ron Soucy Custodian




















Step BA BA + 15 BA + 30 MA MA + 15 MA + 30
1
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes ex-
amining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and signifi-
cant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to above do
not include the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts, which should be included to con-
form with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that should be recorded
in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts results
in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above paragraph, the general purpose
financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the School District at June 30, 1991 , and the result of its operations for the year
then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Also, in our opi-
nion, the combining and individual fund financial statements referred to above present fair-
ly, in all material respects, the financial position of each of the individual funds of the School
District at June 30, 1991 , and the result of operations of such funds for the year then end-
ed, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
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MINUTES OF ROLLINSFORD TOWN MEETING
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STRAFFORD, SS
HELD SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 1991
The meeting called to order at 9:17 a.m. Results of Articles I, II, III, IV and V which were
voted on by ballot on Tuesday, March 12, 1991.
ARTICLE I
To bring in your ballot for:
One (1) Selectman and Overseer of the Poor for three (3) years,
Votes





One (1) Selectman and Overseer of the Poor for two (2) years,
Albert J. Dionne 380
Town Clerk for one (1) year,
Beverly Dionne 322
Brenda L. Davis 85
Town Treasurer for one (1) year
Richard P. Card 354
Solange Abbott 1
Lillian Dodier 1
Chief of the Fire Department for one (1) year,
Ronald E. Brown 229
Gary Caron 183
Three (3) members of the Budget Committee for three (3) years,
Lawrence B. Lakin, Jr 288
Denise Knowles 286
Michael D. Jacobson 261




One (1) member of the Budget Committee for one (1) year,
Peter Jankowski 318
Michael J. Rhode 80
June Barry 1































































Are you in favor of the Adoption of Amendment No. 1 to the Town Zoning Ordinance,
as proposed by the Planning Board?
This amendment to the "Definition" Section of the Ordinance, concerns itself with resolving
an omission within the Ordinance to permit the construction and use of a helicopter landing
platform, exclusively for hospital health care emergencies. For this purpose, a new term
"helipad" is being added, and a corresponding modification to the term "private airport"
is being appropriately modified.
YES 336 NO 56
ARTICLE III
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 of the Town Zoning Ordinance, as
presented and proposed by the Planning Board?
This amendment proposes a re-arrangement and recodification of a portion of the "Board
of Adjustment" section of the Ordinance, designed to clarify the scope and specific pro-
cedural steps associated with the three-types of ZBA "appeals'.
YES 287 NO 77
ARTICLE IV
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 to the Town Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board?
This amendment to the "Enforcement" section of the Ordinance is designed to clarify
and simplify when a Building Permit is needed by eliminating the need for a permit when
routine maintenance or repair activity is contemplated where the associated costs do not
exceed $1 ,500.00.
YES 365 NO 29
ARTICLE V
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 to the Town Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board?
This amendment to the "Off-Street Parking and Loading Requirments" section of the Or-
dinance is designed to retain the ordinance provision for parking and loading bay facilities
while transferring to the Planning Board under its Site Review regulations, the jurisdiction
for determining the associated design details (size, number, site specific application, etc.)
This change will eliminate processing delays that have needlessly encumbered the ZBA
Board on details that can be more practically processed by the Planning Board.
YES 317 NO 50
ARTICLE VI
To choose all other necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber
Ovid Viel Nominates the current members, Albert England, Basil Mitchell, Joseph Porter
and Albert Viel. Albert Viel nominates Ovid Viel. Clerk is instructed to cast one ballot for
the six members. Motion made by Doris Gibbas, seconded by Robert Smith. Ayes carries,




Ovid Viel nominates Paul Janetos. Moderator instructs clerk to cast one ballot. Clem
Michaud moves, seconded by Robert Smith to accept nomination. Ayes carries, Paul Janetos
elected, (voice vote)
Tree Warden
Ed Jansen re-nominates current Tree Warden, Mike Brown. Mr. Brown declines nomina-
tion. Ardith Jacobson nominates Peter Jankowski. Mr. Jankowski declines nomination. Robert
Whitehouse volunteers for the position. Ovid Viel nominates Robert Whitehouse. Mr. Jacobson
moves, seconded by Rick Card to accent nomination. Ayes carries, Mr. Whitehouse elected,
(voice vote)
Parks and Playgrounds
Ovid Viel nominates Albert Viel. Clerk instructed to cast one ballot. Motion to accept nomina-
tion made by Ovid Viel, seconded by Mr. Smith. Ayes carries, Albert Viel elected, (voice vote)
All newly elected officials are sworn in by Judge Steve Roberts.
ARTICLE VII
To see if the Town will appropriate a sum equal to all revenues in excess of $50,000 that
may be received from the hydroelectric plant to be placed in the Town's Hydroelectric Fund.
(The first $50,000 or any lesser amount that may be received will be used as offset against
Town Budget expenditures.)
Robert Smith moves to accept Article as read. Seconded by Clem Michaud. No discus-
sion on Article VII. Vote is affirmative. Article VII carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE VIM
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $20,000.00 to be placed in the equipment trust
fund.
Motion to accept Article as read made by Ovid Viel, seconded by Mike Brown. Robert
Smith explained that the budget committee did not recommend this Article. Selectman Jansen
explained that the highway and fire department had equipment requests this year which
because of the economy were turned down. The budget includes $10,000.00, but in an-
ticipation of next years requests the Selectmen purchase $20,000.00. Mr. Smith stated that
he could now support this request. This would increase the Equipment Trust Fund line in
the budget by $10,000.00. Ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE IX
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $25,000.00 for street reconstruction and storm
drain renovations.
Mr. Laliberte moves to accept Article as read, seconded, by Mr. Jacobson. No discus-
sion on Article IX. Ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE X
To see of the Town will vote to withdraw $30,000.00 from the hydro reserve fund for use
as offset against taxes.
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Motion made by Ed Jansen to amend Article X to read "withdraw $59,000.00 from the
Hydro Reserve Fund for use as offset against taxes." David Walker seconds this motion.
The intent is to provide $29,000 of additional revenue that would not have to be raised by
taxes. Vote on amendment, Ayes carries, (voice vote) Vote on Article X as amended, "To
see if the Town will vote to withdraw $59,000.00 from the Hydro Reserve Fund for use as
offset against taxes." Article X as amended carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XI
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $10,000 for the Land Trust Fund.
Motion to adopt as read made by Mr. Jacobson, seconded by Mr. Card. Mike Aiiard asks
how much is currently in the Land Trust Fund, Mr. Jansen stated $72,624.80. Mr. Jansen
also stated that because of the present hard times, the Board of Selectmen would recom-
mend a no vote on this Article. No further discussion, Article is put to a vote. Article XI is
defeated, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XII
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 and withdraw the same
from the Land Trust Fund to finance land survey and related expenses that may be incur-
red in assisting private land owners who donate conservation easements and/or participate
in the land conservation investment program (LCIP).
Mr. Laliberte moves, seconded by Mr. Smith to accept Article as read. No discussin on
Article XII. Vote is in the affirmative. Article XII carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XIII
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 to finance Town Hall
Energy Conservation measures and partitions in the Police Station.
Motion to accept Article XIII made by Mr. Jacobson, seconded by Denise Knowles. Mr.
Jansen explained there was a energy audit done last year with several recommendations
made, such as storm windows on the basement windows and fixing doors, this money would
be used for some of these recommendations. The partitions in the police department is to
provide safety doing booking procedures. Ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XIV
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $5,000 to finance the purchase
of equipment for the Recycling Program. (50% of the cost would be covered by a recycling
grant.)
Motion to accept as read made by Mr. Smith, seconded by Mr. Brown. No discussion
on this Article. Article XIV carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XV
To see if the Town will vote to accept the budget as submitted by the Budget Committee.
Mike Jacobson moves, seconded by Denise Knowles, to accept Article as read. It was
explained that the budget submitted by the budget committee would raise taxes about $2.50.
About $.50 is due to additional expenditures and $2.00 is because revenues are down from
last year. The school budget which was passed also increased taxes by $2.50. The total
of $5.00 does not include County increases.
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Selectman Jansen moved to amend the total budget by adding $1 5,000.00 to the General
Assistance Line (line 24) and by adding $4,000.00 to the Continguency Fund Line (line 10).
The $19,000.00 to fund this added appropriation would come from the additional money
withdraw from the Hydro Reserve Fund. Mr. Ross seconded this motion. The budget total
submitted by the budget committee was $885,041.83. Article VIM increased the total
$10,000.00 over budget committee recommendation, and this amendment would increase
it by $19,000.00, for a total budget of $914, 041.83.
There was some discussion on the increasing welfare payments, with some concern that
rent is paid to property owners who owe the town taxes. Selectmen explained their job is
to help the welfare applicant and they put alot of thought into their decisions, but would
gladly welcome any suggestions anyone may have.
Moderator puts the amendment to increase the budget by $19,000.00 to a vote, Ayes car-
ries, budget increased by $19,000.00. (voice vote)
Budget as amended, total being $914,041.83 is put to a vote. Ayes carries. Budget is
adopted, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XVI
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Richard Bradbury, seconded by Ovid Vie!, moved to accept Article as read. No discus-
sion on this Article. Vote is in the affirmative, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XVII
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for and expand all Federal or
State Grant Funds or private gifts for which the Town may qualify.
Robert Smith moves to accept Article as read, seconded by Mike Jacobson. No discus-
sion on this Article. Ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XVIII
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer or dispose of any real estate
that has been or may be acquired through Tax Collector's Deeds.
Motion made by Mr. Laliberte, seconded by Mr. Vie! to accept as read. No discussion
on this Article. Ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XIX
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell to the highest bidder the surplus
equipment and vehicles in the Highway, Fire and Police Departments.
Doris Gibbas moves, seconded by Peter Jankowski, to accept Article as read. No discus-
sion on this Article. Vote is in the affirmative, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XX
To see if the Town will vote to consolidate the Sewer District and Water District into a
single Sewer and Water Department.
The new department would be under the administrative control of an elected Board of
Commissioners. The Commission members would serve three-year staggered terms. Dur-
ing the first year (1992) there would be a six person commission consisting of two continu-
ing sewer commissioners, two continuing water commissioners, and two new elected com-
missioners. In 1993, the number of commissioners would be redued to five (5) with one com-
missioner elected that year.
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The Sewer and Water District would only collect water fees from water users and sewer
fees fronn sewer users. All projects would be funded by the area it serves, example: The
sewer project bond will be paid by the revenues collected from the sewer users.
The gain would be to consolidate equipment, scheduling of projects, and administrative
efficiencies. If the Article is accepted, the new district would be called "Rollinsford Water
District".
Mr. Jacobson, seconded by Mr. Allard, moves to accept Article XX as read.
Mike Allard moves to amend Article XX by changing "If the Article is accepted, the new
district would be called "Rollinsford Water and Sewer District". Mr. Ross seconded this
motion.
Vote amendment to change title to "Rollinsford Water and Sewer District" is in the affir-
mative, (voice vote)
No further discussion on this Article.
Vote on Article XX as amended, ayes carries, (voice vote)
ARTICLE XXI
To see if the Town will adopt the following resolution:
"That the voters of the Town of Rollinsford, NH respectfully request the Congress of the
United States to propose an amendment to the United States Constitution, for ratification
by the states, specifying that Congress and the States shall have the power to prohibit the
physical desecration of the flag of the United States", (by petition)
Motion made by Mr. Bradbury, seconded by Mr. Jacobson to accept this Article as read.
Mr. Caouette, as sponsor of this Article removes himself from the podium. Ovid Viel acts
as moderator for this Article. There were many opinions on this Article, some feeling the
Constitution should not be changed, some stating that they did not agree with desecration
of the flag, but people had the right to protest, and others in full support of this Article.
Mr. Caouette stated it is a long process to amend the Constitution, and it has been done
twenty-six times. This Article was done strictly as a memorial resolution, with the results
hopefully sending a message to Congressmen.
Mr. Roberts moved that because of such strong feelings being expressed on this Article,
that a secret ballot should be taken. Mr. Vaughan seconded this motion. The moderator
asked if there were five voters in support of this motion. There was a show of several hands.
The vote on this motion was in the affirmative. Results of the secret ballot vote on Article XXI:
YES 38 NO 30 (ballot vote)
ARTICLE XXII
To transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Question asked if now water and sewer district are one, can bills be paid at town hall.
It will take a year for the consolidation to be completed, and this will be up to the
commissioners.
Ed Jansen on behalf of the Board of Selectmen made a motion, "To see if the Town will
vote to request that the Town's Representative to the General Court (Peter Jankowski) and
the Town's Senator (Ed Dupont) in the New Hampshire Senate actively work against and
vote against any state budget that reduces state revenue sharing funds that are distributed
to local municipalities, local school districts, or county governments."
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This motion was seconded by Ovid Viel. Vote on tiiis motion is in the affirmative.
Mike Brown thanked the recycling committee for all the work they have done, and wondered
if they had considered a tank for used oil.
Doris Gibbas thanked the committee responsible for the Christmas tree.
11:02 A.M. Richard Bradbury moved to adjourn meeting. Seconded by Ovid Viel.
I, Beverly Dionne, Town Clerk of the Town of Rollinsford, certify that the above is a true
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PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY ACTIVITY
TOTAL BUDGET = $880,636
